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A System and methods for facilitation of user interactions
with an electronic device. A number of user interface meth
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ods are described and may be used alone or in combination
with one another to present an enhanced interface to a user.
A method of providing user interaction using a compact
Status indicator is described. A method for providing a
Virtual Scroll wheel to a user for interaction with content Sets

is described. A method for allowing a user to dynamically
modify a scalable user interface is described. A method for
providing gesture based input to a user via a virtual gesture
pad is described. A method of providing an interactive
graphic Search query interface is described. A method for
indicating and selecting available content type is described.
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SYSTEMAND METHODS FOR INTERACTING
WITH A CONTROL ENVIRONMENT
RELATED APPLICATION INFORMATION

0001) This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provi
sional Application Ser. No. 60/534,608 filed on Jan. 6, 2004.
0002 This application claims the benefit of and is a
continuation-in-part of U.S. Published Patent Applications
Nos. 2003/0103088 filed on Nov. 6, 2002, and 2003/
O117427 filed on Nov. 4, 2002.

0003. This application also claims the benefit of and is a
continuation-in-part of U.S. Published Patent Application
No. 2002/0143805 filed Jul. 13, 2001.

0004 All of these prior applications are incorporated
herein by reference in their entirety.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

0005. This invention relates generally to user interfaces
for electronic devices. Exemplary devices include personal

digital assistants (“PDAs), Web Tablets, touch screen

remote controls, mobile phones, lap-top computers, and the
like.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

0006. In accordance with the description that follows, a

System and method is provided for enabling enhanced user
interaction, information display, and interface Selection for
electronic devices having graphic display and touch Screen
capabilities. An understanding of the objects, advantages,
features, properties and relationships of the invention will be
obtained from the following detailed description and accom
panying drawings which Set forth illustrative embodiments
and which are indicative of the various ways in which the
principles of the invention may be employed.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0007 For a better understanding of the various aspects of
the invention, reference may be had to preferred embodi
ments shown in the attached drawings in which:
0008 FIG. 1 illustrates exemplary devices for which the
methods of the present invention may be implemented;
0009 FIG. 2 illustrates an exemplary method for brows
ing and indicating content Status using an exemplary prior
art Scroll-bar,

0010 FIGS. 3-9 illustrate exemplary methods for brows
ing and indicating content Status using an illustrated, exem
plary compact Status indicator;
0011 FIGS. 10 and 11 illustrate an exemplary method
for Scrolling through content using an illustrated, exemplary
virtual Scroll wheel;

0012 FIGS. 12-17 illustrate exemplary methods for pre
Senting a graphic user interface having an illustrated, exem
plary Scalable interface;
0013 FIGS. 18-22 illustrate an exemplary method for
gesture based Software application control using an illus
trated, exemplary virtual gesture pad interface;
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0014 FIGS. 23-26 illustrate an exemplary data display
and Selection method using an illustrated, exemplary graphi
cal Search query interface;
0015 FIG.27 illustrates an exemplary graphic user inter
face method for displaying and Selecting content types
Supported by media Servers or renderers, and
0016 FIGS. 28-30 illustrate exemplary methods for pre
Senting a graphic user interface with exemplary graphical
indications of device mode and State.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

0017. A universal remote control application and associ
ated interfacing methods are provided for executing on a
portable electronic device 10. By way of example, repre
sentative platforms for the device 10 include, but are not
limited to, devices Such as remote controls, personal com
puters, lap-top computers, Smart Displays, Web Tablets

and/or PDAs manufactured by HP/Compaq (such as the
iPAQ brand PDA), Palm, Visor, Sony, etc., mobile phones
(i.e., Microsoft based Smart Phones, Palm OS and/or Sym
bian OS based phones), personal gaming Systems (i.e.,
Nintendo Game Boy, Nokia N-Gage), etc. Thus, a preferred

underlying platform includes a processor coupled to a
memory System comprising a combination of ROM
memory, non-volatile read/write memory, and RAM

memory (a memory System); a key matrix in the form of
physical buttons, an internal clock and timer; a transmission
circuit; a power Supply; a touch Screen display Screen to
provide visible feedback to and accept input from a user

(i.e., via virtual buttons or keys); and I/O circuitry for
allowing the device to exchange communications with an
external computer Such as Server and/or client and consumer
appliances. Additional input/output circuitry, Such as a IR

transmitter(s) and/or receiver(s), microphone, loudspeaker

or earphone jack, barcode or RFID reader, etc., may also be
provided.
0018 To control the operation of the device 10, the
memory System includes Stored programming instructions
that are intended to be executed by the processor. In this
manner, the processor may be programmed to control the
various electronic components within the device 10, e.g., to
monitor power, to cause the transmission of Signals, etc.
Within the memory system, the ROM portion of memory is
preferably used to Store fixed programming and data that
remains unchanged for the life of the product. The non
volatile read/write memory, which may be FLASH,
EEPROM, battery-backed up RAM, “Smart Card,” memory
Stick, or the like, is preferably provided to Store user entered
Setup data and parameters, downloaded data, etc., as neces
sary. RAM memory may be used by the processor for
working Storage as well as to hold data items which, by
Virtue of being backed up or duplicated on an external

computer (for example, a client device) are not required to

survive loss of battery power. While the described memory
System comprises all three classes of memory, it will be
appreciated that, in general, the memory System can be
comprised of any type of computer-readable media, Such as
ROM, RAM, SRAM, FLASH, EEPROM, or the like alone

or in various combinations. Preferably, however, at least part
of the memory system should be non-volatile or battery
backed Such that basic Setup parameters and operating
features will Survive loss of battery power. In addition, such
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memories may take the form of a chip, a hard disk, a
magnetic disk, and/or an optical disk without limitation. For
commanding the operation of appliances of different makes,
models, and types, the memory System may also include a
command code library. The command code library is com
prised of a plurality of command codes that may be trans

utilized by the various applications to offer the user func
tions Such as a calendar, address book, spreadsheet, notepad,
Internet browsing, etc., as well as control of appliances.
Thus, it is to be understood that applications in addition to
or complimentary with the remote-control-like application
can also be Supported by the device 10 and, as Such, in terms

mitted from the device 10 under the direction of the stored

of the internal Software architecture, the remote-control-like

programming instructions for the purpose of controlling the
operation of an appliance. The memory System may also
include instructions which the processor uses in connection
with the transmission circuit to cause the command codes to

be transmitted in a format recognized by an identified
appliance. While an exemplary transmission circuit prefer
ably utilizes infrared transmissions, it will be appreciated
that other forms of wired or wireleSS transmissions, Such as

radio frequency, may also be used.

0019. To identify appliances by type and make (and
sometimes model) such that application(s) of the device 10
are adapted to cause the transmission of command codes in
the format appropriate for Such identified appliances, infor
mation may be entered into the device 10. Since methods for
Setting up an application to cause the transmissions of
commands to control the operation of Specific appliances are
well-known, they will not be described in greater detail
herein. Nevertheless, for additional details pertaining to
remote control setup, the reader may turn to U.S. Pat. Nos.
6,225,938, 6,157,319, 4,623,887, 5,872,562, 5,614,906,

4.959,810, 4,774.511, and 4,703,359 which are incorporated
herein by reference in their entirety.
0020. To cause the device 10 to perform an action, the
device 10 is adapted to be responsive to events, Such as a
Sensed user interaction with one or more keys on the key
matrix, a Sensed user interaction with the touch Screen

display, a Sensed user voice/Sound input, a Sensed gesture, a
Sensed movement, or other non-traditional command input
methods, or a Sensed signal from an external Source Such as
a remote computer. In response to an event, appropriate
instructions within the memory System are executed. For
example, when a hard or Soft command key associated with
a remote control application is activated on the device 10,
the device 10 may read the command code corresponding to
the activated command key from the memory System and
transmit the command code to an appliance in a format
recognizable by the appliance. It will be appreciated that the
instructions within the memory System can be used not only
to cause the transmission of command codes to appliances
but also to perform local operations. While not limiting,
local operations that may be performed by the device that are
related to the remote control functionality include favorite
channel Setup, macro button Setup, command function key
relocation, etc. Examples of Such local operations can be
found in U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,481.256, 5,959,751, 6,014,092,

which are incorporated herein by reference in their entirety.
0021 AS discussed, the underlying platform of the device
10 preferably comprises a general purpose, processor System
which is controllable by Stored programming instructions,
i.e., Software. The Software may include routines, programs,
objects, components, and/or data Structures that perform
particular tasks that can be viewed as an operating System
together with one or more applications. The operating Sys
tem, such as the “Windows CE brand operating system or
the like, provides an underlying Set of management and
control functions, device drivers, and the like which are

application may be but one of Several possible applications
which may co-exist within the device 10.
0022. In terms of providing operating system function
ality, it should also be understood that the demarcation
between the device 10 and a host/client computer, described
in greater detail hereinafter, may vary considerably from
product to product. For example, at one extreme the device
10 may be nothing more than a slave display and input
device in wireless communication with a computer that
performs all computational functions. At the other eXtreme,
the device 10 may be a fully-functional computer system in
its own right complete with local mass Storage. It is also to
be appreciated that a hardware platform Similar to that
described above may be used in conjunction with a Scaled
down operating System to provide remote control function
ality only, i.e., as a Standalone application. In all cases,
however, the principles expressed herein remain the Same.
0023 To provide a means by which a user can interact
with the device 10, the device 10 is preferably provided with
Software that implements a graphical user interface. The
graphical user interface Software may also provide acceSS to
additional Software, Such as a browser application, that is
used to display information that may be received from an
external computer. Such a graphical user interface System is
described in pending U.S. application Ser. Nos. 09/905,396,
60/334,774, and 60/344,020 all of which are incorporated
herein by reference in their entirety. Though described in the
below embodiments in conjunction with remote control
Software applications, it will be understood and appreciated
that the various user interface and interaction based features

described herein may be used in conjunction with any
Software program or application and are thus not specifically
limited to applications directed to control of consumer
appliances.
0024 Compact Status Indicator
0025 For maximizing available display area on a user
interface and for Simplifying the process of indicating con
tent Status and/or browsing through a large content Set, the
device 10 utilizes a compact Status indicator interface 11. In
particular, the compact Status indicator interface 11 is
designed to overcome both size and functionality restraints
of portable electronic devices, and present a full featured
"scroll-bar' like interface and status indication to a user for

browsing through a content Set (i.e., a set of text or other
displayed data referencing files, photos, music, Videos, pro
gram guide information, etc., that cannot be conveniently

displayed within the available display area of a device). In
particular, presently to navigate within large data or content
Sets, the user must use a traditional Scroll-bar type interface
Such as shown in FIG. 2. While traditional Scroll-bar inter

faces are able to present indicators to the user as to the size
of the content Set currently being browsed, and allow the
user to browse through the content using one or more

methods of interacting with the Scroll-bar (e.g., via a mouse,
cursor, Stylus, etc.), Such Scroll-bars require a relatively large
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amount of Space on the display and thus limit the amount of
content display/viewing area. AS will be appreciated, the

loss of available display area (for content viewing or any
other desired function) due to traditional Scroll-bar type

interfaces is especially problematic when implemented on
relatively Small electronic devices having correspondingly
Small displayS. Additionally, for certain devices with restric
tively Small display Screens Such as mobile phones and the
like it may not be feasible to implement any traditional
Scroll-bar Style interface due to display Space requirements,
even when Such an interface would be useful to a user. The

compact status indicator of the current invention overcomes
these limitations while presenting a full function content
interface to a user.

0.026 Looking now to FIGS. 3-6, compact status indi
cator 11 as depicted is generally circular in Shape and
includes at least two portions 110 and 114 for indicating to
a user the current Status of an associated content Set.

Generally, the entirety of compact status indicator 11 (por
tions 110, 112, and 114 collectively) represent the entirety of
the content set currently able to be browsed by a user.
Portion 110 represents the amount of content which has been
browsed through, and portion 114 represents the remaining
amount of content available to be browsed by a user.
Compact Status indicator 11 may optionally include portion
112 for indicating to a user the relative amount of content the
user is currently viewing within the content display area 12
as compared to the total content set being browsed. AS Such,

portion 112 is configured (via programming in or accessible
to device 10) to dynamically change depending on the size

of content display area 12 relative the displayed content Set,
similar to the familiar operation of portion 112' of the
traditional Scroll-bar shown in FIG. 2.

0.027 Compact status indicator 11 may also indicate the
relative location of the then displayed content Set on a
display via the position of portion 112. For example, in 11a
the content Set as then displayed in content display area 12
is Substantially one-quarter of the way through the amount
of available content to be displayed, in 11b the content set
as then displayed in content display area 12 is Substantially
one-half of the way through the amount of available content
to be displayed, and in 11c the content Set as then displayed
in content display area 12 is Substantially thee-quarters of
the way through the amount of available content to be
displayed. In the event that portion 112 is not implemented
in a specific embodiment and/or has been turned off by the
user, it will be appreciated that a similar indication may be
achieved by the relative position of the boundary between
portions 110 and 114.
0028. The inventive aspects of the present compact status
indicator will be understood and appreciated by the forego
ing description and associated drawings, however Since in
one exemplary method compact Status indicator 11 is con
figured and operated to replace traditional Scroll-bar 11,
reference to corresponding portions may be seen in FIGS. 2
and 3 for clarification. Specifically, portion 110' of tradi
tional status-bar 111' corresponds generally to portion 110 of
compact status indicator 11. Portion 112' of traditional
Scroll-bar 11' corresponds generally to portion 112 of com
pact Status indicator 11, which changes dynamically based
on the proportion of displayed content to total content
available for display from a given content set. Portion 114
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of traditional Scroll-bar 11' corresponds generally to portion
114 of compact status indicator 11.
0029 FIGS. 4-9 illustrate exemplary methods for using
the compact Status indicator of the present invention to
interact with a content Set or other element on a graphical
user interface. A Status indicator only embodiment is
depicted in FIGS. 4-7, and generally serves only to indicate
to a user the portion of content browsed though at a given
time. An interactive compact Status indicator embodiment is
shown in FIG. 8, and includes portion 112 for indicating to
a user the portion of content currently displayed relative to
the total content set. The interactive indicator of FIG. 8 is

also operative in conjunction with a mouse, Stylus, or other
Similar user interactivity element to cause content in content
display area 12 to advance further through the content Set

(i.e., Scroll). Such interaction is more fully illustrated in
FIG. 9, wherein a stylus is shown being operated (e.g.,
dragged or moved) in an arcuate fashion about an inner
portion of the enlarged compact status indicator 111. Portion
112 may be configured in this embodiment as an interactiv

ity guide (e.g., a portion outside of which user interactions
with the touch screen will not cause movement of the

content Set) which moves radially about the compact status

indicator as the user drags portion 112 in a clockwise or
counterclockwise fashion with respect to the entirety of the
compact status indicator. As will be appreciated from FIGS.
8 and 9, the compact status indicator may be used for
interacting with a content Set either in a compact form
generally located on the periphery of a content display area

(as shown in FIG. 8) or in an enlarged, Superimposed
interface directly above the content set to be controlled (as
shown in FIG. 9). The enlarged status indicator 111 can be

configured in a Semi-transparent fashion Such that viewing
of the content Set lying below the enlarged Status indicator

(as illustrated in FIG. 9) will be uninhibited for the user.
0030. It will be understood and appreciated that the size,

placement on a particular user interface or electronic device,
Shading, coloring, and other "look and feel' elements of the
compact Status indicator of the current invention may vary
widely without departing from the Spirit and Scope of the
current invention. Additionally, the particular methods and
techniques for generating and allowing interaction with the
compact Status indicator will be apparent from the descrip
tions herein, as well within the routine skill of a programmer
skilled in the art. For instance, when implemented in con
junction with a remote control application, the compact
Status indicator of the current invention can be configured to
both provide Status of displayed content Sets, interaction
with Such content Sets, as well as accomplish other desired
user interactions with home appliances using the control
methods described above. Thus, the compact Status indicator
may also be operable in a given device mode to not only
indicate a relative position within an appliance State but also
to provide interactive control of that State, Such as Volume

control (wherein the pie-shaped indicator has a range from
no volume to maximum volume), channel control/Surfing
(wherein the pie-shaped indicator has a range from the
lowest available channel to the highest available channel),

etc. In connection with operating the device 10 in this
manner, interaction with the indicator may transmit appro
priate commands Such as Volume up/down, channel
up/down, etc. In certain circumstances, an absolute value
may also be transmitted-Such as a Specific channel number
if the device 10 is provided with a correspondence between
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a position of the indicator 112 within the pie-graph and a
channel number within the range of channel numbers avail
able.

0031) Virtual Scroll Wheel
0.032 For further maximizing available display area on a
user interface and for Simplifying the process of browsing
through a large content Set, a device 10 may utilize a virtual
scroll wheel interface 14. In particular, the virtual scroll
wheel interface 14 is designed to overcome both size and
functionality restraints of a Small electronic device, and
present a full featured “mechanical scroll-wheel” or
"mechanical jog-dial” like interface to a user for browsing
through a large content Set (i.e., a set of text or other
displayed data referencing files, photos, music, Videos, etc.
that cannot be conveniently displayed within the available
display area of a device) using a finger, Stylus, or other user
interactivity element. In particular, presently to navigate
within large data or content Sets, the user must use a
traditional scroll-bar type interface such as shown in FIG.2,
and/or an external, mechanical Scroll-wheel or jog-dial type
interface as are well known in the art. While traditional

Scroll-bar, Scroll-wheel, and jog-dial interfaces are able to
allow the user to browse through the content using one or

more methods of interacting with the interface (e.g., via a
mouse, finger, cursor, Stylus, etc.), Such scroll-bars require a

relatively large amount of Space on the display and thus limit
the amount of content display/viewing area. Specifically in

the case of Scroll-bars, finger based interaction (i.e., using
wheel interface) becomes difficult to implement as scroll
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may cause various interactions of an interactivity element
with the area defined by virtual scroll wheel 14 in display 1
to generate different behaviors and movement of content in
display area 12. For instance, as illustrated in FIG. 10, when
a finger or Stylus is caused to touch virtual Scroll wheel 14

at a Substantially top portion and be dragged (and held) to a

point Substantially half way down virtual scroll wheel 14,
the content displayed in content display area 12 will appear

to Scroll upward at a defined rate of Speed (generally

dependent on the distance between the first Stylus Screen
touch location and the location at which the Stylus came to
rest on the Screen, relative the area defined by virtual Scroll

wheel 14). Similarly, as illustrated in FIG. 11, when a stylus
is caused to touch virtual scroll wheel 14 at a substantially
top portion and be dragged (and held) to a point Substantially
at the bottom of virtual scroll wheel 14 (i.e., substantially
twice the distance as shown in FIG. 10), the content
displayed in content display area 12 will appear to Scroll
upward at a rate of Speed Substantially twice that of the
method described in relation to FIG. 10.

0034) Other finger and stylus (and generally any user
interactivity element) interactions are possible given the
described method, for instance the Stylus may be first caused
to touch virtual scroll wheel 14 at a substantially middle
location, whereby a movement dragging the Stylus down
ward within Virtual Scroll wheel 14 causes increasingly
accelerated upward Scrolling of the content in content dis
play area 12, and Subsequent upward dragging of the Stylus

ones thumb as would be possible using a physical Scroll

(generally without allowing the stylus to leave the surface of
display 1) causes a gradual slowing, and then reversal of

bars were designed for interaction via cursor or Stylus type
interactivity elements, and become unwieldy when operated
with large blunt objects Such as fingers. Likewise, physical
Scroll-wheels and jog-dial are both costly to implement on
Small electronic devices, and consume valuable Space on the
case of the device. AS will be appreciated, the difficulty in
browsing content via a Scroll-bar using ones thumb, and the

direction in the Scrolling of content. Likewise, for interac
tion by a users finger in a manner Similar to a Scroll wheel
on a mouse, Virtual Scroll wheel 14 may be configured

loss of available display and/or device case area (for content
viewing or any other desired function) due to traditional
Scroll-bar, Scroll-wheel, and/or jog-dial type interfaces is
especially problematic when implemented on relatively
Small electronic devices. Additionally, for certain devices
with very Small display Screens Such as mobile phones and
the like it may not be feasible to implement any traditional
Scroll-bar, physical Scroll-wheel and/or jog-dial Style inter
face due to display Space requirements, even when Such an
interface would be useful to a user. It would also be desirable

to provide the advanced Scroll “acceleration' characteristics
of traditional mechanical Scroll-wheels and jog-dials to an

electronic device in virtual (on display Screen/user interface)
form. The virtual Scroll wheel of the current invention

overcomes these limitations while presenting a full function
interface to a user.

0033 Looking now to FIGS. 10 and 11, virtual scroll
wheel 14 as depicted is generally rectangular in shape and is
configured Such that a user may use a finger, Stylus, mouse,
or other interactivity element directionally up or down
within the virtual scroll wheel 14 to effect movement (i.e.,
Scrolling, browsing, accelerating, etc.) of content displayed
in content display area 12. The actual shape, graphical
elements, and other “look and feel” characteristics of virtual

Scroll wheel 14 are the Subject of design choice, however
functionally, programming in or available to the device 10

(through programming on device 10) to respond to Succes
Sive Swipes or drags (e.g., touches and releases) of a users
thumb in the direction of scroll bar orientation (as deter
mined by programming in or available to device 10). For
instance, downward vertical Swipes or drags of a users
thumb may cause upward Scrolling of the content in content
display area 12, while upward vertical Swipes or drags of a
users thumb may cause downward Scrolling of the content in
content display area 12. It will be understood and appreci
ated that distances and directions traveled within Virtual

Scroll wheel 14 for Scrolling and acceleration purposes, and
the particular method and technique of monitoring and
calculating Stylus Screen touch, drag, pause, and off points
are the Subject of design choices that may be dictated by,
among other factors, device platform, operating System,
programming language, etc., and are all well within the
routine skill of a programmer skilled in the art. By way of
example, with reference to FIG. 11b, in order to facilitate

operation of the virtual Scroll wheel via a large (relative to
overall Screen size) blunt object Such as a finger 18, the

touch area responsive to input 16 may be larger than the
displayed scroll wheel 14. Additionally, it will be appreci
ated that the size, placement on a particular user interface or
electronic device, shading, coloring, and other “look and
feel' elements of the virtual Scroll wheel of the current

invention may vary widely without departing from the Spirit
and Scope of the current invention. For instance, when
implemented in conjunction with Small electronic devices
having touch Screens Such as PDAS and the like, the defined
Screen area for operation of the virtual Scroll wheel may

consist Solely of the rightmost edge (or any side of the
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Screen) of pixels of the Screen, without any visible graphic

elements or indicators. AS Such, many methods of imple
menting and using the Virtual Scroll wheel of the current
invention are possible without departing from the Spirit and
Scope of the current invention.
0035) Scalable User Interface
0.036 For further maximizing available display area on a
user interface and for providing quick transition between a
number of available interface States or parameters, or a
continuum of interfaces States available to a user, a device 10

may utilize a scalable user interface 200. In particular, the
scalable user interface 200 is designed to overcome both size
and functionality restraints of portable electronic devices,
and present an easily modifiable user interface consisting of
two or more interface States to a user for operating and
interacting with an application or program on device 10. In
particular, to presently modify the particular level of detail,
resolution, or other user definable graphic user interface
characteristics, the user must use a number of tedious Steps
and/or operations on the device or Software application to
effect the desired modifications. While methods such as

skins, accessibility Settings, and configurable toolbars have
been used to allow a user to customize various aspects of a
particular user interface, Such methods are laborious as
indicated above, and lack the immediacy of customization
required for certain applications. AS will be appreciated, for
certain applications Such as remote control user interfaces
for electronic devices, the lack of immediately customizable
user interfaces is problematic given that one main purpose of
remote control applications is to Save users time and effort
when interacting with their home appliances and media
content. AS Such, current user interface customization meth

ods are lacking for multiple user interfaces, applications
having multiple interface Screens and elements, and for
quickly Switching between desired application interface
States and parameters. The Scalable user interface of the
current invention overcomes these limitations while present
ing an easily customizable, full function interface to a user.
0037 Looking now to FIGS. 12-17, scalable user inter
face 200 as depicted is in a first or “default' state of

customization (i.e., the default interface for the particular
Software application). Particularly, Scalable user interface
200 as illustrated is a content access interface for a remote

control application, however Scalable user interface may be
any user interface and is not limited to any particular
interface or software application. Shown in FIG. 13 is
Second interface State 202, which generally consists of an
enlargement of a portion of interface 200, such that interface
202 may be more easily read under dim lighting conditions
or by users having vision impairments, or in the case of
content Selection, may be more easily interacted with via

finger input versus stylus input (e.g., for operation of device

10 similar to a button based remote control or similar

electronic device). Conversely, shown in FIG. 14 is third
interface State 204, which generally consists of a minimized
portion of interface 200, such that interface 204 may display
more of the content Set or other interface elements shown in
interface 200 Such that a user can view and browse more

available content at a given time.
0038. In order to effect modification of interface 200 to
interface 202 or 204, the user need not acceSS any menus,
Settings pages, or the like according to the current invention.
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Rather, programming on or accessible to device 10 causes
various interactions of an interactivity element with a pre
defined area of the screen to cause interface 200 to be

reconfigured as interface 202 or 204. For example, as
illustrated in FIG. 13, a user may operate a stylus, finger,
mouse, or other user interactivity element directionally from
a point at Substantially the top center of the display to be
dragged to a location Substantially in the upper left corner of
the display in order to modify interface 200 to interface 202.
As will be appreciated, interfaces 200 and 202 may be

discrete interfaces (i.e. two individual interface States, Such
as bitmap or other graphical based interfaces) and interface

202 may not become active/loaded until the stylus has
traveled a certain distance across the Screen or reached a

predefined screen location. Conversely, interfaces 200 and
202 may be two points on a continuum of possible interface

States (i.e., Such as would be possible with a Zooming
algorithm applied to interface 200, or the use of vector based

interface elements). Likewise, as illustrated in FIG. 14, a

user may operate a Stylus, finger, mouse, or other user
interactivity element directionally from a location at Sub
Stantially the top center of the display to be dragged to a
location Substantially in the upper right corner of the display
in order to modify interface 200 to interface 204. As will be
appreciated, interfaces 200 and 204 may be discrete or
continuous as described above.

0039 While not to be taken as limiting, the exemplary
method described above involves interacting with a top

portion of the display in order to modify one parameter (e.g.,

resolution, the enlarging or minimizing of interface ele

ments) of interface 200. As shown in FIGS. 15-17, a side
Second interface parameter (e.g., detail, the adding or Sub
tracting of interface elements) using a user interactivity
element (finger, Stylus, mouse, cursor, etc). Specifically, as
portion of the display is shown as being used to modify a

shown in FIG. 16, interface state 206, which includes

control interface elements 210, is effected by operating an
interactivity element directionally from a location at Sub
Stantially the top left of the display to be dragged to a
location substantially in the far most middle left portion of
the display. Likewise, as shown in FIG. 17, interface state

208, which includes control interface elements 212 (which
include original control interface elements 210 as well as an
expanded detail view of the currently playing media) is

effected by moving a user interactivity element directionally
from a location substantially in the far most middle left
portion of the display to be dragged to a location Substan
tially in the bottom left of the display. As will be appreciated,
interfaces 206 and 208 may be discrete or continuous as
described above. Additionally, for all of states 200,202,204,

206, and 208, (and any plurality of continuous interface
States between them according to one embodiment of the

current invention) dragging of the Stylus or other user

interactivity element in a direction opposite those described
above will effect a reversion to the previous interface State,
Such that customization between all possible States may be
effected quickly by dragging the Stylus or a finger acroSS the
top and left most edges of the display. AS described earlier
in connection with FIG. 11b, boundaries of the various

touch Screen areas Sensitive to input may be oversized as
appropriate to facilitate finger input. Furthermore, and in
keeping with the teachings and principles of the current
invention, programming on or available to the device 10
may enable additional or “hybrid” interface states which
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consist of a mixture of modified parameters one and two
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of the current invention overcomes these limitations while

(i.e., interface resolution and interface detail) via dragging of

presenting an intuitive, interchangeable, gesture based inter

the Stylus or other interactivity element along the diagonal

face to a user.

running between top and left Screen edge portions (or any
other Selected areas) of the display. In this way, a larger

0044 Looking now to FIGS. 18-22, virtual gesture pad
interface 300 as depicted is in a “default” or non-gesture

number of discrete interface choices, or virtually unlimited

based input state (i.e. no gesture commands are accepted by

choice of interfaces in the case of a continuum of interfaces,

the interface and associated programming in the default

is possible by operating the Stylus or other user interactivity
element along a diagonal, or generally any multi-component

state). In the default state shown in FIG. 18, operation of and

(x,y) portion, of the display.
0040. It will be understood and appreciated that the actual

various Soft buttons and/or other interface elements visible

shape, graphical elements, and other "look and feel” char
acteristics of interface States, the type and nature of modi
fiable interface parameters, as well as location and direction
of defined display areas for interface customization pur
poses, and the particular method and technique of monitor
ing and calculating Stylus Screen touch, drag, pause, and off
points are the Subject of design choices that may be dictated
by, among other factors, device platform, operating System,
programming language, etc, and are all well within the
routine skill of a programmer Skilled in the art. AS Such,
many methods of implementing and using the Scalable user
interface of the current invention are possible without
departing from the Spirit and Scope of the current invention.
0041) Virtual Gesture Pad
0.042 For providing an enhanced user interface to a user
Such that user movements and gestures on a touch Screen
display enable control and operation of a Software applica
tion, the device 10 utilizes a virtual gesture pad interface
300. In particular, the virtual gesture pad interface 300 is
designed to overcome both size and functionality restraints
of portable electronic devices, and present an easily con
trollable interface such that predefined movements of a
Stylus, finger, cursor, or other user interactivity element may
control operation of a Software application, optimally with

out full attention of the user (i.e., single handed operation
and/or operation while not viewing the display of device 10).
For example, U.S. Pat. No. 6,396,523 describes a remote
control device having a touch pad element adapted to
receive gesture based input for initiation of various remote
control functions. In this manner, gesture input is converted
to command functions and control of the associated home

entertainment equipment is effected.
0043. While the system described in U.S. Pat. No. 6,396,
523 performs adequately when implemented on a larger
Scale device having both physical buttons and touch pad
elements to facilitate interaction with information presented
on a separate display device Such as a television Screen, what
is needed is a virtual gesture pad that functions to provide
advanced control based features quickly and interchange
ably with traditional soft button based controls for electronic
devices having integrated touch Sensitive Screen displayS. AS
will be appreciated, for certain applications Such as touch

interaction with the Software application is effected by

on the display. Upon initiation, (which may consist of a

button press, menu Selection, initial gesture on the touch
Screen, voice command, System events, or any other user or

device based input), a virtual gesture pad 302 may be

overlaid on the Screen display Such that the button based
commands of FIG. 18 are no longer available to the user.
Shown in FIG. 19 is an exemplary virtual gesture pad 302,
which in one embodiment of the present invention, consists
of a Semi-transparent interface overlay having gesture tar
gets for effecting various Software controls. For example,
gesture target 310 consists of a single defined area of the

display (a substantially circular shape in FIG. 19) whereby
a user touching anywhere within (or within a defined radius
from) target 310 will effect either a “play” or “pause”
command Successively with each preSS. Gesture target 312
corresponds with target 314 in that the user must touch the
display Substantially on or near target 312, then drag a finger

(or other interactivity element) across the Screen to target
314 before lifting the finger off the display in order to effect
a “previous track’ command from the associated Software
application. Likewise, gesture target 316 corresponds with
target 318 in that the user preferably touches the display
Substantially on or near target 316, then drags a finger (or
other user interactivity element) across the Screen to target
318 before lifting the finger off the display in order to effect
a “next track’ command from the associated Software appli
cation. Notably, the “previous track' and “next track’ com
mands require gestures in Substantially opposite directions
with respect to the display, thus enabling an increased level
of error correction Such that programming on or available to
the device will be able to accurately determine which
command was intended by the user based on a brief user
gesture. Gesture targets 320 and 322, and targets 324 and
326 operate in a similar fashion in order to effect “next
playlist' and “previous playlist” commands respectively.
Targets 320, 322, 324, and 326 are located in a different
portion of the display from targets 312, 314, 316, and 318,
as well as being oriented at a different angle So that further
error detection and correction mechanisms will be possible
with the Virtual gesture pad.
004.5 FIGS. 20-22 illustrate another embodiment of the
Virtual gesture pad of the current invention. In particular,
FIG. 20 illustrates a substantially square central gesture
target 330 which is surrounded by associated command
targets 332,334,336,338,340, 342, and 344. Central target
330 does not on its own correspond to a command or control

Screen based remote control user interfaces for electronic

of the associated Software, but rather functions as a central

devices, the lack of easily accessible and intuitive gesture
based user interfaces is problematic given that users often
desire to operate the remote control application using a
Single hand or finger, and/or without directly viewing the
display Screen. AS Such, current gesture based methods for
control and operation of Software applications are lacking
for integrated touch Screen devices. The virtual gesture pad

point from which other commands can be initiated. For
example, as shown in FIG. 21, a user touching the display
in target 330, dragging a finger diagonally to target 332, and

then removing the finger from the display (or pausing for a
predetermined time period once within target 332) will
effect a “next artist' command through the associated Soft
ware. Other commands may be similarly effected by a user
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appropriately dragging a finger from central target 330 to the
desired command target. The concept of pause detection

and/or Sensed directional change on the touch screen (both

of which are well known by those skilled in the art, as well
as well within the routine skill of a programmer skilled in

art) can be used to accomplish the Sending of multiple

control or operation commands in the same gesture. For
example, as shown in FIG. 22, a user touching the display
in target 330, dragging a finger diagonally to target 332,

pausing for a predetermined time (or conversely causing
programming in or available to device 10 to detect direc

tional changes rather than pauses on the display) and then
dragging her finger to (or pausing for a predetermined time
period once within) target 334 will effect a “next artist”
command followed by a “next track’ command through the
asSociated Software.

0046. It will be understood and appreciated by those
skilled in the art that various configurations of Virtual
gesture pads 302 and 304, including different shapes, Sizes,
and locations of the various gesture targets and the particular
method and technique of monitoring and calculating finger
or Stylus Screen touch, drag, pause, and off points are the
Subject of design choices that may be dictated by, among
other factors, device platform, operating System, program
ming language, etc., and are all well within the routine Skill
of a programmer Skilled in the art. For instance, using
methods similar to those illustrated and described in refer

ence to FIGS. 20-22, virtual gesture pad type commands
and operation may be programmed and used on traditional

hard button, or touch panel based devices (i.e., the Kame
leon brand remote control made by Universal Electronics

Inc. and sold under the One For All brand name). As will be

appreciated, the touching and dragging of a users finger on
such remotes may be somewhat more difficult than on LCD
or touch Screen based devices, however the Successive
directional activation of various buttons and button combi

nations can effect gesture based controls for Such remotes
using the inventive concepts of the present invention. Addi
tionally, it may be advantageous for certain applications or
interface implementations to configure a virtual gesture pad
Such that gesture based functions and commands are poS
Sible without the display of any associated gesture command
Screens, overlays, targets, or other display based represen
tations. In this way a user may initiate gesture commands
based on associated programming on the device, but retain
full acceSS and visibility of the associated application during
use. AS Such, many methods of implementing and using the
Virtual gesture pad interface of the current invention are
possible without departing from the Spirit and Scope of the
current invention.

0047 Graphical Search Query Interface
0.048 For maximizing available display area on a user
interface and for simplifying the process of indicating to a
user the results of a Search query and allowing the user to
interact with the Search query results, a device 10 may utilize
a graphical search query interface 400 as shown in FIGS.
23-25. In particular, the graphical search query interface 400
is designed to overcome both size and functionality
restraints of portable electronic devices, and present a
graphical representation and interactive interface to a user
for browsing through one or more search query results (i.e.,
any Search query performed by a user for quickly locating
desired text, data, photo, music, Video, program guide infor
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mation, and/or other related content) and conveniently dis

playing Such results within the available display area of a
device. The graphical Search query interface of the current
invention overcomes the limitations in the prior art and
presents a full function Search query interface to a user.
0049 Looking now to FIGS. 23-26, graphical search
query interface 400 as depicted consists of at least two query
interface areas 402 and 404 for indicating to a user the

relation of a search query criterion 402 (i.e., musical albums
beginning with the letter “S”) with returned data or results

Set 404. In one exemplary configuration, query interface area
402 and results set 404 are generally circular in shape, and
are moved Such that they overlap one another as results Set

404 begins to match items with query criterion 402 (i.e., as
programming on device 10 performs a Search based algo
rithm designed to match a given text based query with data,

files, or other content on or available to device 10). For

example, as shown in FIG. 24, matching results set 406
occupies the area created by the overlap of query interface
area 402 and results set 404. In this way an indicator of the
matching query results, and the relative Success of the user's
particular Search terms in matching an associated data Set, is
presented in an appealing, intuitive manner. Optionally, as
shown in FIG. 25, a second, or sub-query criterion may be
entered by a user, and is represented graphically as Sub
query area 408. Also shown in FIG. 25 is results set area
412, which represents only those results returned by the
Search query represented by query area 402, and results Set
area 414, which represents only those results returned by the
Search query represented by Sub-query area 408. Results Set
area 410 represents the matching results returned by the
combination of both criteria, i.e., the Search query and
Sub-query. AS will be appreciated, the Search query, and
Sub-query will return individual results Sets pertaining to the
particular terms Searched, and in Some cases there may be
Some commonality between items in the respective results

Sets (e.g., in the case where a user Searches for terms or
properties that pertain to common data fields for a particular
data or content set). For example, the Search query relating
to query area 402 could be a content Search for musical
albums beginning with the letter “S,” while the Sub-query
relating to sub-query area 408 could be a content search for
musical albums released in the year “ 1985. A user might
have music files on a device, Such as a computer, Such that

Some results (i.e., those represented by results area 412) are
all musical albums beginning with the letter “S” which were

not released in 1985, Some results (i.e., those represented by
results area 414) are all musical albums released in the year
“1985” which do not begin with the letter “S,” and some

results (i.e., those represented by results area 410) are all
musical albums beginning with the letter “S” which were
also released in the year “ 1985.”
0050 Given the above disclosure and associated figures,
it will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that the
described results Set constitute Venn diagrams as applied to
Boolean search methods, however it is one object of the
present invention to present these results Sets to a user in a
dynamic and interactive fashion. As shown in FIG. 26,
having entered a particular Search query and optional Sub
query, a user may dynamically modify the displayed results

Set (i.e., the actual content reference data displayed in the
display area 12 of device 10, or at any other location of
display 1) by interacting with one or more of the graphically
displayed results set areas 406, 410, 412, and 414 and/or
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query areas 402 and 408 of graphical search query interface
400 using a finger, Stylus, or any other user interface
element. In the above described example, by Simply touch
ing or Selecting result Set area 410, all data referencing all
musical albums beginning with the letter “S” which were
also released in the year “ 1985” will be displayed in the
content display area of the device for further user Selection
or interaction. The user may interact with results Set areas
406, 412, and 414 in a similar fashion. As shown in FIG. 26,

a user may also touch and drag one or more of the query
areas 402 and 408, and result set 404 in order to modify one
or more Search query parameters, also causing dynamic
modification to the displayed results Set shown in the display
area of device 10. For example, dragging Sub-query area 408
to the right or the left in the present example may cause the

Search term itself to be dynamically modified (e.g., Scroll

forward though the years field as Sub-query area is dragged
to the right with respect to its original position, and Scroll
backward through the years field as Sub-query area is

dragged to the left with respect to its original position). AS

Such, graphical Search query interface 400 and the associated

displayed results sets are configured (via programming in or
accessible to device 10) to dynamically change depending

on the particular Search terms, as well as user interactions
with graphical search query interface 400.
0051. It will be understood and appreciated that the size,
placement on a particular user interface or electronic device,
Shading, coloring, and other "look and feel' elements of the
graphical search query interface of the current invention
may vary widely without departing from the Spirit and Scope
of the current invention. Additionally, the particular methods
and techniques for generating and allowing interaction with
the graphical Search query interface will be apparent from
the descriptions herein, as well as well within the routine
skill of a programmer Skilled in the art. For instance, various
algorithms for causing Search terms or results Sets to be
modified can be implemented in conjunction with the
graphical Search query interface of the current invention to
accomplish desired user experience goals for a specific
device or Software product without departing from the Spirit
and Scope of the present invention.
0.052 Graphical Indication of Device Mode and State
0.053 Device 10 and associated application software may
be configured to operate networked control environments
wherein Some or all of the home appliances and components
are configured to be network enabled and interoperable, and
which include one or more media Server devices and media

rendering devices (e.g., as defined and described in the UPnP

and/or HAVi specifications which can be found at http://
www.upnp.org and http://www.havi.org respectively and

which are incorporated herein by reference in their entirety).

Turning now to FIG. 27, when the exemplary user interface
methods are applied to the control, Selection, and delivery of
media content from Server devices to rendering devices, the
displayed user interface 200 may include areas 500, 502
used to convey information to the user regarding the cur
rently Selected Server or rendering device and the types of

content available from it or Supported (for playback or other
processing) by it. This is especially advantageous when the
interface is applied to a networked consumer entertainment
environment wherein multiple Server and rendering devices
exist, each with varying media based Services and capabili
ties. In the illustrative example of FIG. 27, area 502 displays
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the name of the content Server currently Selected, and area
500 displays a representation of the media server currently
selected. Icon 504 may be representative of a server device
Such as a computer, networked Storage device, a media
server device, etc. In one instance, area 500 may provide
additional information regarding the types of content avail
able from that server. With reference to the detailed views

500.1 thru 500.6, an icon 504 representative of the selected
server is accompanied by content type sub-icons 506, 508,

510 indicating the availability of music, photographs (i.e.,
Still pictures) and video content respectively. By way of
example, 500.2 illustrates a representation of a server from
which both music and photographic content is available,
while 500.3 illustrates the representation of a server from
which only music is available. Additionally, the appearance

of one of the content type Sub-icons may be altered (high
lighted, flashing, animated, inverted, etc.) to further indicate

to the user which type of content is currently listed and
available for Selection in the content display area 12. In this
context, by way of detailed example a label such as “Chi
cago' in area 12 may ambiguously reference either a movie,
a rock band, or a simple photograph of the Lake Michigan
waterfront. Alteration of the appropriate icon 506' as illus

trated in 500.4 or 500.5 (Chicago the band) or 510' as
illustrated in 500.6 (Chicago the movie) may be used to

remove this ambiguity.
0054. It will be appreciated that in the case of servers
offering multiple content types, Switching between content
types to be listed in area 12 may be accomplished by
touching one of the sub-icons 506, 508, 510 with a stylus,
finger, cursor, etc. Such interaction may occur directly
within the area 500 illustrated, or alternatively an initial
touch may cause an enlarged Semi-transparent version of
this area to overlay the display in a manner Similar to that
described earlier in connection with FIG. 9.

0055. In another aspect of the current invention, area 500
may provide information regarding a rendering device cur
rently Selected rather than a content Server. In this case, icon
504 may be representative of a renderer such as a stereo
amplifier, TV set, Smart Display, Linksys Digital Media
Adapter, HP Digital Media Renderer, or other hardware or
Software based media renderer, and Sub-icons 506, 508, 510

may indicate which types of content that rendering device is
capable of processing. In a manner Similar to that described
above, one of the Sub-icons may be highlighted to indicate
the currently Selected, or currently playing media type.
Additionally, in order to indicate to a user that the rendering
device represented by icon 504 is one of a plurality of
available rendering devices for use, an alphanumeric indi
cator 505 may be associated with icon 504. Alphanumeric
indicator 505 may represent the number of rendering devices
available, or may represent the order of the particular
rendering device being represented by icon 504 from a
number of available rendering devices. Alphanumeric indi
cator 505 may be placed anywhere on or near icon 504 Such
that a user may associate indicator 505 with icon 504, and
indicator 505 may be configured to respond to touch by a
Stylus, finger, cursor, or other interactivity element in order
to Switch to a different rendering device.
0056. For situations where a selected renderer does not
include certain media rendering functions, the icons 506,
508, or 510 may include an additional availability indicator

512 (i.e., an “X” placed next to the icon representing the
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unavailable media function as shown in FIG.28) to quickly

indicate to a user that a certain media function or functions
are not available for the Selected renderer. User interaction

with the area 500, or on icon 504 may be configured to bring
up a list of available renders for Selection represented in
FIG.29 by icons 504.1, 5042,504.3, and 504.4. Associated
with each media renderer icon are various Sub-icons 506,

508, and 510 as described above, in this case shown being
configured Such that only icons representing the available
functions of each renderer are displayed. An additional
Status indicator icon 514 may be used in conjunction with
each Sub-icon 506, 508, and 510 to indicate the current status

of each rendering function of the associated rendering
device. For example, icon 514 may represent that the
function associated with the icon directly adjacent icon 514

(i.e., sub-icon 508 which represents photo playback func
tionality in the example shown in FIG. 29) is currently

active. In this way a user may be presented a compact visual
indication of all available media rendering devices, their
asSociated available functions, and the Status of each func
tion.

0057 Similarly, as shown in FIG. 30, user interaction
with area 502 may be configured to bring up a list of
available content servers 502.1, 502.2, and 502.3 for status
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Separate physical devices or Software modules, without
departing from the Scope and Spirit of the present invention.
0060. It is to be appreciated that detailed discussion of the
actual implementation of each graphical display element and
user interface method is not necessary for an enabling
understanding of the invention. The actual implementation
is well within the routine skill of a programmer and System
engineer, given the disclosure herein of the System
attributes, functionality, and inter-relationship of the various
elements in the System. A person skilled in the art, applying
ordinary skill can practice the present invention without
undue experimentation.
0061 While the invention has been described with
respect to various illustrative examples, it will be apparent
to those skilled in the art that various modifications and

improvements may be made without departing from the
Scope and Spirit of the invention. Accordingly, it is to be
understood that the invention is not to be limited by these
Specifically illustrated examples.
0062 All of the cited references are incorporated herein
by reference in their entirety

indication and content selection. Status indicator icon 514

What is claimed is:

may be used to indicate that the Server directly adjacent icon

1. In a portable electronic device, a computer-readable
media having instructions for displaying content Status indi
cations, the instructions performing Steps comprising:
displaying within a display of the portable electronic
device at least a portion of a compact status indicator
for displaying information related to the Status of
content displayed within the display;
accepting user input indicating a desire to browse the
content displayed within the display; and
in response to the user input, causing at least a portion of
the compact Status indicator to move in a Substantially
radial fashion with respect to a center point of the
compact status indicator and displaying the radial
movement of the at least a portion of the compact Status
indicator within the display.
2. The computer-readable media as recited in claim 1,
wherein the user input indicating a desire to browse the
content displayed within the display comprises input on a
portion of the compact Status indicator.
3. The computer-readable media as recited in claim 2,
wherein the user input on the portion of the compact Status
indication comprises a Substantially arcuate path by Said
user, at least a portion of Said path falling within the portion
of the compact status indicator.
4. The computer-readable media as recited in claim 3,
wherein the Status of content displayed within the display is

514 (i.e., server 502.1 in the example shown in FIG. 30) is

currently active. Although not shown in FIG. 30, additional
Sub-icon similar to icons 506, 508, and 510 may be used in
conjunction with the display of available content Servers to
indicate the types of content available on each content
server. When used in conjunction with area 500, an indica
tion of the renderer (icon 504) being used for the playback
of media from the selected content server 502.1 may be
displayed, as well as the Status of content playback via
sub-icons (i.e. icon 506).
0.058 It will be appreciated that these concepts may be
extended acroSS multiple areas of the display Surface in
order to Simultaneously present the Status of both a server
and a rendering device. For example, the Space shown
occupied by the setup “wrench' icon 520 could in certain
circumstances be replaced by a display element Similar to
area 500, allowing Simultaneous presentation of the capa
bilities of both a Server and a rendering device using Similar
visual elements. In this instance it will be understood that in

addition to the touch inputs previously described, Switching
and routing of media Streams, and rendering devices may
also be accomplished by dragging a Stylus, finger, cursor,
etc., from one of the Sub-icons of a Server representation into
a renderer representation, and Vice-versa. It will be further
understood and appreciated that the size, placement on a
particular user interface or electronic device, Shading, col
oring, and other “look and feel' elements of the described
icons and indicators of the current invention may vary
widely without departing from the Spirit and Scope of the
current invention.

0059. The system and process of the present invention
has been described above via the use of illustrative graphical
user interface elements and designs. It is understood that
unless otherwise Stated to the contrary herein, the functions
and methods by which these are generated and rendered may
be integrated in a single physical device or a Software
module in a Software product, or may be implemented in

indicative of the relative amount of content which has

already been displayed as compared to the relative amount
of content which is remaining for display.
5. The computer-readable media as recited in claim 4,
wherein the at least a portion of a compact Status indicator
includes a Scalable Sub-portion, Said Scalable Sub-portion
being Scaled in relation to the amount of content displayed
within the display at a predetermined time as compared to
the total amount of content able to be browsed by the user
at the predetermined time using the user input indicating a
desire to browse the content displayed within the display.
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6. In a portable electronic device, a computer-readable
media having instructions for providing Scroll wheel func
tionality on a display, the instructions performing Steps
comprising:
defining within the display of the portable electronic
device a first area for displaying a graphical represen
tation of the scroll wheel functionality;
defining within the display of the portable electronic
device a Second area for accepting user input for
providing Scroll wheel functionality, the Second area
encompassing at least a portion of the first area;
accepting user input via the Second area which indicates
a desire to browse content displayed within the display;
and

in response to the user input, causing the content dis
played within the display to move in proportion to at
least one characteristic value of the user input.
7. The computer-readable media as recited in claim 6,
wherein the Second area defines an area within the display
which is larger than the area defined by the first area.
8. The computer-readable media as recited in claim 7,
wherein the Second area encompasses the entirety of the first
aca.

9. The computer-readable media as recited in claim 6,
wherein the user input is at least one Selected from a group
consisting of a finger, a Stylus, a button, and a cursor.
10. The computer-readable media as recited in claim 6,
wherein the at least one characteristic value of the input
comprises at least the distance traveled on the Second area of
the display by the user input.
11. The computer-readable media as recited in claim 6,
wherein the at least one characteristic value of the input
comprises at least the Speed of the user input on the Second
area of the display.
12. The computer-readable media as recited in claim 6,
wherein the at least one characteristic value of the user input
comprises at least the amount of time that the user input is
in contact with the Second area of the display.
13. In a portable electronic device, a computer-readable
media having instructions for providing a Scalable interface
on a display, the instructions performing Steps comprising:
defining within the display of the portable electronic
device a first area for accepting user input indicating a
desire to modify a first interface characteristic;
accepting user input via the first area, the user input
indicating a desire to modify a first interface charac
teristic of the interface on the display; and
in response to the user input, causing the first interface
characteristic of the interface on the display to be
modified such that a first interface state of a plurality of
interface States is displayed on the display.
14. The computer-readable media as recited in claim 13,
wherein the first area defines a region of the display com
prising a middle portion, a first end portion and a Second end
portion.
15. The computer-readable media as recited in claim 14,
wherein user input on the first area from the middle portion
to the first end portion causes the first interface characteristic
of the interface on the display to be modified such that the
first interface State is displayed on the display, and user input
on the first area from the middle portion to the Second end
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portion causes the first interface characteristic of the inter
face on the display to be modified Such that a Second
interface State is displayed on the display.
16. The computer-readable media as recited in claim 15,
wherein the first interface characteristic comprises the rela
tive size of interface elements on the display, and the first
interface State comprises a State wherein the interface ele
ments on the display are relatively larger.
17. The computer-readable media as recited in claim 15,
wherein the first interface characteristic comprises the rela
tive size of interface elements on the display, and the Second
interface State comprises a State wherein the interface ele
ments on the display are relatively Smaller.
18. The computer-readable media as recited in claim 13,
further comprising defining a Second area within the display
of the portable electronic device for accepting user input
indicating a desire to modify a Second interface character
istic, the first interface characteristic and Second interface

characteristic being able to be modified both Separately or in
conjunction with one another based on characteristics of the
accepted user input.
19. The computer-readable media as recited in claim 18,
wherein the Second interface characteristic comprises the
relative number of interface elements on the display.
20. In a portable electronic device, a computer-readable
media having instructions for providing interactive Search
capabilities, the instructions performing Steps comprising:
accepting user input that defines a Search criteria;
displaying via use of a Venn diagram comprised of at least
two geometric shapes a relationship between the Search
criteria and a Search result Set,

accepting user input to move at least one of the geometric
shapes to thereby define a new Search criteria; and
redisplaying via use of the Venn diagram a relationship
between the new Search criteria and a Search result Set.

21. The computer-readable media as recited in claim 20,
wherein the user input to move the at least one of the
geometric shapes is received via interaction with a touch
Screen display.
22. The computer-readable media as recited in claim 20,
wherein the user input to define the Search query is displayed
using alphanumeric Symbols.
23. The computer-readable media as recited in claim 22,
wherein the displayed alphanumeric Symbols are altered to
reflect the new search query defined by movement of the at
least one geometric shape.
24. In a portable electronic device, a computer-readable
media having instructions for displaying content Status indi
cations, the instructions performing Steps comprising:
displaying within a display of the portable electronic
device at least a portion of a compact status indicator
for displaying information related to the Status of a State
of an electronic device;

accepting user input indicating a desire to change the
Status of the State of the electronic device; and

in response to the user input, causing at least a portion of
the compact Status indicator to move in a Substantially
radial fashion with respect to a center point of the
compact Status indicator, displaying the radial move
ment of the at least a portion of the compact Status
indicator within the display, and transmitting at least
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one command to the electronic device to effect the

change of the State of the electronic device.
25. A portable electronic device adapted to accept gesture
based input from a user, comprising
a touch Screen pad used to accept the gesture based input,
the touch Screen pad having a plurality of gesture
accepting areas, each gesture accepting area being
arranged to accept a gesture in a direction that is unique
with respect to the other gesture accepting areas.
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26. The portable electronic device as recited in claim 25,
further comprising a transmission circuit for transmitting
commands to one or more electronic devices in response to
the gesture based input.
27. The portable electronic device as recited in claim 25,
wherein each gesture accepting area is positioned on the
touch Screen display at a location that is unique with respect
to the other gesture accepting areas.
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